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Brief History

Federation of European Microbiological Societies (FEMS) is an international European
scientific organization, formed by the union of a number of national organizations. In
1979, it was agreed to publish a number of short review articles in addition to the short
research communications.
The journal grew to five volumes per annum in 1983 and the Executive Committee was
convinced that the time was opportune for expanding its publications portfolio. The new
President, Hans Veldkamp, and the new Publications Manager, Eddie Dawes, found that
two areas of publications, Ecology and Reviews, would not be expected to affect the

interest of the existing FEMS and FEMS-affiliated journals. A market survey by
Elsevier confirmed the apparent viability of these proposals.
Publication commenced in January 1985 of FEMS Microbiology Ecology with Hans
Veldkamp as Chief Editor and FEMS Microbiology Reviews under the Chief Editorship
of Gerhard Gottschalk.

Scope and Coverage
Ranking 4th in Microbiology in the 2013 Thomson-Reuters Citation Reports, FEMS
Microbiology Reviews publishes invited reviews from leading authors to provide
comprehensive and authoritative coverage on key issues in microbiology.

Kind of Information
FEMS Microbiology Reviews publishes reviews on Microbiology. Article-level metrics
are available across all FEMS journal articles, allowing readers and authors to see the
impact of research published in the journal. Visitors are able to see the number of
downloads and the Altmetric score for each reviewed article from FEMS journals. The
latest online content holds editorials information, review articles with full text or pdf.
Reference link with HTML formats, source XML, figures & data etc. are added with
each review article in supporting the article to make it dynamic.

‘Browse all’ provides all the archived reviewed articles in different volumes,’ Current’
gives access to content of current volume, where as ‘Advance Search’ provides latest
articles that are reviewed. Even most read articles and most cited articles can be easily
traced from the site, i.e. very much helpful for the researcher.

Registered users gain the following benefits for free:
– Access to free sample issues.
– Free e-mail alerting services.
– Save links to the favourite articles and searches.
Special Features
 All subscriptions are entered on a calendar year basis running from January to
December. For subscriptions that include access to online content, access will
not become effective until the subscription has commenced.
 Explore the newly launched FEMS journals portal, the online gateway to assist
the microbiology community in their education and development.
 Virtual Special Issue: Bacterial Cell Surface.
 Search can be done by ‘browse by date’ or browse by volume’ with cover of the
volume or without it.

Arrangement Pattern

All the review articles in volume format are arranged in ‘Browse by date’…. era wise.
Such as…..1980’s that contains volumes from1980 – 1989. Under each year volumes
are arranged month wise decreasingly and then Issue wise in descending manner. While
‘Browse by volume’ is arranged volume wise. Such as….40 (vol. no.) contains all the
issues and arranged month wise and then issue wise in a decreasing manner.

Remarks

FEMS Microbiology Reviews is one of the leading review periodicals in Microbiology
that is helpful for researcher and students.
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